
VISION PRO 
 

 
“Vision Pro”, A Feature-Rich Analytical and Trading Platform 

 
A highly attractive feature that traders love to tout about Vision Pro 
is that it includes charts, charting analytics, an order entry screen, 
live account review and quotes, all organized and easy to use on one 
screen. Consequently a trader does not lose valuable time in 
executing a trade, jumping from one screen to the other! 
  

?? Vision Pro is a direct access (“level 2”) trading platform with depth of the market 
capabilities. A trader can see all the volume and liquidity of the entire market at a 
single glance. Furthermore, orders can be routed directly to ECN’s and 
exchanges, bypassing Wall Street’s expensive middlemen—“the market makers.” 
The bypassing of the “middle man”, and the ability to select the best bid and ask 
prices can potentially provide better fill prices! 

 
?? Seamlessly integrates direct-access stocks, direct-access stock options, and 

electronic futures trading on one platform.  
 

?? Vision Pro is designed and built with numerous, user-friendly and vital features 
which include several customized real-time quote pages, several order entry 
pages, and an extensive mark to market account status and summary which 
includes open, closed, and executed trades.  

 
?? Traders can view their accounts continuously updated, live, which also includes 

commissions. 
 
?? Traders have flexibility with Vision Pro. Generally speaking, the trader will 

download a stable graphical user interface onto the hard drive of his/her home 
computer and as well as their office computer. Furthermore, for those traders who 
have internet security/firewall issues at work and traders who travel, Vision also 
provides free access to Vision Investor, a browser-based platform. Vision is 
committed to providing solutions for the needs of all our valued self-directed 
traders. 

 
?? Charting capabilities have numerous analytical studies and features. Also, charts 

are programmed in user-friendly C++ language. 
 

?? Although Vision has formatted several user-friendly windows, the trader is 
welcome to format and create a custom Vision Pro. For example, if the user 
desires to have three depth of market windows open simultaneously, the software 
provides for this important function. 

 



?? Monthly software costs are priced at only $50.00 per month, substantially less 
than many direct- access platforms that charge from $100.00 to $500.00. The 
$50.00 includes free Level 1 live NYSE, Amex, NASDAQ, Globex traded futures 
such as the E-Mini S&P, and all stock option quote fees. Furthermore, these 
monthly software charges are waived, and subsequently FREE, for the investor 
who maintains an average cash futures account balance of $100,000 or who 
executes any monthly combination of either 100 stock trades, stock option trades, 
or round-turn futures trades. Even if a trader didn’t meet the requirements for free 
usage, paying $50 for Vision Pro’s live quotes, charting capabilities with 
numerous analytical studies and features, alone, not to mention Vision Pro’s other 
valuable features, is a great deal! Besides being substantially less than the cost of 
what many other direct-access platform’s monthly cost is, it is also less than what 
a trader would have to pay to get live quotes and charts from other services! If 
there ever was a valuable futures product where traders get more for less, we 
strongly believe it would be Vision Pro! 

 
?? In the unlikely instance of any difficulty, unlike many other brokerage firms that 

charge a fee, all users of Vision Pro have free access to Vision’s Order Desk. 
 

?? Vision Brokerage Services, LLC, an affiliated broker-dealer, has established an 
eye-opening stock and stock option commission rate to attract the high-volume 
trader who desires to trade stocks, stock options, and futures on one platform. 
Also, a feature which is generally not available to the individual investor, an 
accountholder who directs stock orders to certain ECN’s and the Archipelago 
Exchange and adds liquidity to the market will receive direct rebates of up to 
$2.00 per 1,000 shares traded, deposited into their account on the transaction day. 
Ask your Vision Introducing Broker for more details. 

 
?? Vision Pro provides clients the ability to trade in the ever popular exchange-

traded products (ETF’s), such as the QQQ’s, Spiders, Diamonds, and all other 
traded securities and security option contracts. 

 
?? Although Vision Pro is easy to understand and use, each account is provided, if 

necessary, eager to please, expert technical assistance in helping with Vision 
Pro’s installation and usage! 

 
?? Self-directed traders will have the ability to receive a free demo of Vision Pro, E-

mail Steve Giangrasso, Electronic Trading Liaison, at smg@tradewithvision.com, 
for your FREE demonstration of Vision Pro! When requesting your free Vision 
Pro Demo it is necessary to include the name of your Vision Introducing Broker. 

 
Vision Pro’s Level II/Depth of Market Screens 

 
The Vision Pro application provides the user with 2 advanced views of the market. 
 
Here is the Level II view of the Vision Pro platform: 



 
As you can see the Bids are aligned to the left-hand portion of the screen and the offers 
are set to the right.  Next to each Bid and Offer is the number of participants at the 
particular price. 
 
Here is the Depth of Market view of the Vision Pro platform: 

 
The last price of the market is highlighted in green.  The Bids are highlighted in blue with 
the number of traders at that price and the offers are highlighted in red with the number 
of participants at that price. 
 
 
 



 
Charting Advantages 

 
The charts on Vision Pro are offered in a real-time mode giving the user the ability to 
make more meaningful trading decisions.  The volume is also provided below the chart. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Along with real-time prices of the market, the charts provide the technical trader with an 
arsenal of valuable choices to analyze the markets.  Day traders have found the numerous 
choices highly helpful in their trading. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Vision Pro also lets the end-user add trend and support lines which can be a useful 
indicator in determining market direction. 

 
 

Day trading 
 
The Vision Pro system is primarily designed for the day-trading client.  We have 
customized the software to meet the needs of the active day trader. 
 



 
 
 

Customize 
 
One of the best features of the Vision Pro platform is the user has the ability to customize 
each screen based on their individual preferences. You can decide which colors to use, 
which windows to have open and a multitude of different features (example: Time & 
Sales) to choose from.   
  
 
 
Here is a list of the different settings you can choose from: 
 



 



 
One of the most attractive features that traders love about Vision Pro is that it has charts, 
chart analytics, order entry screen, live account review and quotes, all organized on one 
screen. Consequently a trader does not lose valuable time in executing a trade, jumping  
from one screen to the other! 
 

 
 

Self-directed traders will have the ability to receive a free demo of Vision Pro, E-mail 
Steve Giangrasso, Electronic Trading Liaison, at smg@tradewithvision.com, for your 
FREE demonstration of Vision Pro! When requesting your free Vision Pro Demo it 
is necessary to include the name of your Vision Introducing Broker. 
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